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Welcome to Paxton Spa Cinq Mondes, 

a true haven of peace and an invitation to a journey of the senses.
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Time stops in a refined and warm 
setting to enjoy a parenthesis of 
exaltation for the body and mind. 
Bathed in light under our glass 
roof, you will discover during 
your visit our 60m2 swimming 
pool, our Sauna, and our 
Hammam as well as our Jacuzzi. 
The fitness room is also at your 
disposal. Upstairs, you will feel 
soothed by our treatment rooms 
dedicated to beauty rituals, 

facials, and enchanting well-
being massages. The expertise 
of our team of professionals, 
associated with the Cinq Mondes 
brand and its natural plant-
based cosmetics offer you an 
exceptional sensorial journey. 
Beyond a massage session, treat 
yourself to a unique experience.

THE PAXTON
EXPERIENCE
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By offering its Worldwide Beauty Rituals («Rituels 
de Beauté du Monde®»), Cinq Mondes has positioned 
itself as the first Spa brand open to the world’s cultures. 
Our treatments and massages combine effectiveness 
and absolute relaxation. Nathalie Bouchon Poiroux, 
the creative force behind Cinq Mondes treatments, 
developed the Dermal Puncture® method, which uses 
the fingertips to act on key vital energy points of the 
face and body. 

All the cosmetic products, made in France and used in 
our treatments, combine advanced cosmetology with the 
pleasure of the senses and respect the “Charte Laboratoire 
du Naturel®”, developed by a Doctor of Pharmacy:

    • Main ingredients of organic or natural origin
    • No parabens or phenoxyethanol
    • No silicone or mineral oil
    • No artificial coloring
    • Dermatologically tested

EXPERTISE
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Indulge your senses and explore the 
benefits of the best massages inherited from 
ancestral traditions around the world. Japan, 
Indonesia, the Orient, India... Each sensory 
journey provides a unique escape through 
time and space for a deep regeneration 
of the body and mind. Let yourself be 
transported by enchanting fragrances and 

textures for a lasting soothing effect.

TAKING YOU ON A

JOURNEY
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Dolesed quibeatus, ommodit accus-dae di consed unt quiasperum aspis et omnis aut laut ea venis dolupta temodiam et exerumet officium

À bientôt !
Sarah

Mrs. Viollete Leclair
98, rue Cazade

91210 DRAVEIL

TRAVEL DIARY

To preserve their smooth skin and perfect 
white complexion, Japanese women use 
ointments made with ingredients from 
the Japanese Pharmacopoeia. Combined 
with massages derived from Shiatsu, also 
called «Ko Bi Do» (or beauty technique in 
Japanese),  this combines the stimulation 
of vital  points with a deep and structural 
massaging, thus offering a truly natural 

facelift . 

JAPAN
Perle de porcelaine
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“KO BI DO» FACIAL TREATMENT-MASSAGE
(50min) — €110

Liftant & Plumping —  Inspired by an ancestral Japanese Ritual «Ko Bi Do», 
a real manual face lift, this «anti-wrinkle» treatment acts on the entire face 
and neck, through deep maneuvers, to recover a smooth, toned, and plumped 
up skin.

«KO BI DO” FACIAL TREATMENT-MASSAGE
(1h20) — €160

Global Anti-Aging — A true «global anti-aging» treatment, this manual lifting 
inspired by the Japanese «Ko Bi Do» massage, combined with the smoothing 
maneuvers of the Ridoki (jade roller), acts in depth on wrinkles, firmness, 
pigment spots and radiance. You will find your skin soft and smooth, your 
complexion radiant and your spirit perfectly relaxed.

JAPAN

RITUALS 
OF JAPAN
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JAPAN

A Japanese revolutionary technology 
to purify and rebalance your body in 
depth. 

Inspired by traditional Japanese 
therapies, the Iyashi Dome diffuses a 
gentle heat throughout the body using 
long infrared technology, resulting in 
deep and effective detoxification. The 
Iyashi Dome is a real Japanese sauna 
with benefits for the body in terms of 
detoxification, slimming, anti-aging, 
muscle preparation, and recovery. 

The deep sweat generated by a session 
of the Iyashi Dome is equivalent 
to that of a 20-kilometer run. The 
sweat eliminates toxins in the body 

and promotes the elimination of fat. 
By losing up to, 1200ml of sweat, 
an average of 600 kilocalories are 
eliminated during each session. The 
Iyashi Dome detoxifies the body in 
depth by eliminating toxic heavy 
metals such as aluminum, nickel, 
lead, chromium, cobalt, arsenic, and 
copper. After going through physical 
effort, benefit from this innovative 
technology that will help you with 
muscular preparation and recovery. 
It can also help to find a better night 
sleep, recover from jet lag, and bring 
deep relaxation.

1 session (30min) - €48
5-session therapy - €228

10-session therapy - €432

IYASHI DOME
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TRAVEL DIARY

In Indonesia and in the Kingdom of Siam, there 
is a genuine tradition of ancestral gestures 
to purify the skin and awaken the radiance 
of its complexion through the combination 
of flower extracts and tropical fruits such as 
the Lulur recipe. They instantly illuminate 
the complexion and their spicy notes awaken 
the senses. Other techniques combining 
gentle stretching from the Thai tradition and 
traditional Balinese smoothing offer deep 

relaxation and soften the body’s joints. 

I NDONESIA
Infus ion de douceur

Dolesed quibeatus, ommodit accus-dae di consed unt quiasperum aspis et omnis aut laut ea venis dolupta temodiam et exerumet officium

See you in Spain !  your sweet chicken

Mrs. Christabel Berthelette23, square de la Couronne01000 Bourg-en-Besse
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INDONESIA

“BALI FLOWERS ®» FACIAL TREATMENT-MASSAGE
(20min) — €55

Radiance boost — Enjoy the delicate scents of tropical flowers in this «radiance-
boosting» treatment inspired by Balinese beauty rituals, and discover the 
benefits of this treatment for a cleansed skin and a radiant complexion.

FACIAL TREATMENT-MASSAGE WITH THE “5 FLOWERS OF BALI ®»
(50min) — €110

Hydration and sublimation — Based on a Balinese ritual, this facial treatment 
plumps and illuminates the skin. Thanks to the combination of five tropical 
flower extracts and a face, neck, and trapezius massage, the skin becomes 
glowing and the features smoothed.

FACIAL TREATMENT-MASSAGE «FLOWERS AND FRUITS OF BALI ®» 
(1h20) — €160

Oxygenation & skin perfecting — A true uncrumpling and zero-blemish 
treatment. Take full advantage of the benefits of the natural ingredients of 
tropical flowers and natural fruit acids (AHAs) to find a purified skin, a 
smoother skin texture and a flawless complexion.

RITUALS
OF BALI
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“LÀ, 

TOUT N’EST

QU’ORDRE ET BEAUTÉ,

LUXE, CALME

ET VOLUPTÉ.”

INDONESIA

Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du mal (1857)

ENERGIZING AROMATIC SCRUB WITH SPICES
(20min) — €55

Energizing — Ancestral ritual inspired by the beauty and skincare recipes of the 
Java island. Let yourself be transported by the delicate scents of this energizing 
treatment using spices and sea salts, and find a soft and satiny skin.

PAPAYA PUREE SCRUB 
(20min) — €55

Radiance — Delicately exfoliated, your skin will find all its softness thanks 
to this exfoliating treatment from Siam, using fine-grained unctuous Papaya 
Purée.

RITUALS OF JAVA
AND SIAM
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TRAVEL DIARY

For more than 2000 years,  in the 
Near and Middle East,  women have 
developed beauty recipes passed down 
from generation to generation. The 
Purification Ritual in the Hammam to 
renew and protect the skin is one of 
the best-known recipes.  Among these 
traditional beauty rituals,  we also find 
those of Princess Zenobia, considered 
at the time as one of the most beautiful 
women in the world in Egypt and Syria.

ORIENT
Subt i l  parfum

Je passe d’excellentes vaca
nces dans le sud 

Le soleil est au rend
ez-vous et les balades

 

sont superbes. Je pense bien à toi 
et j’espère 

te retrouver en ple
ine forme à la rentrée.

Énormes bisous Eric

Mrs. Patricia d’Aoust

Rue Lenotre
77012 PARIS
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ORIENT

“LA SPLENDEUR 

ORIENTALE

[...]

SA DOUCE 

LANGUE

NATALE“*

Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du mal (1857)

PURIFYING SCRUB WITH BELDI ® BLACK SOAP
(20min) — €55

Purification — Combined with the exfoliating action of the Kassa glove, this 
ancestral recipe purifies the skin in-depth and leaves it soft and delicately 
scented.

RASSOUL CREAM ®» WRAP
(20min) — €55

Detox & Purifying — Inspired by Moroccan tradition, this natural clay has 
detoxifying properties for a toned and silky skin.

TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL RELAXING MASSAGE
(20min) — €55 / (50min) — €110

This massage inspired by the oriental tradition works the whole body with 
heated and delicately perfumed argan oil. This treatment of slow and deep 
maneuvers provides you with a moment of pure well-being.

RITUALS
OF THE ORIENT
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TRAVEL DIARY

Inherited from ancient India,  Ayurveda 
is a thousand-year-old practice based 
on the principles of traditional Indian 
medicine founded about 5000 years ago. 
All  the treatments,  which stem from 
it,  focus primarily on muscular tension 
through deep gestures and respiratory 
stimulation (prana) which enable 

absolute relaxation and regeneration. 

INDIA
Sciences de la vie

Dolesed quibeatus, ommodit accus-

dae di consed unt quiasperum aspis 

et omnis aut laut ea vDéconnexion 

a tout oublié... mais on pense à 

toi quand même ! Plein de bisous 

ensoleillés.
Je reviens bientôt  !

Papa

Mrs. Ludivine Douffret

67, rue Cazade
59240 Dunkerque
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TONING INDIAN AYURVEDIC MASSAGE-TREATMENT
(50min) — €110

Inspired by the traditional Abhyanga, this invigorating massage with 
hot oil offers a variety of rhythms to release tension and relax muscles.

INDIAN AYURVEDIC RITUAL
(1h20) — €160

Energizing Aromatic Scrub with Spices

Indian Ayurvedic Massage 1h

RITUALS 
OF BENGALORE

INDIA
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The benefits of massages concern each of 
us.  These wellness gestures can lighten the 
body and spirit,  considerably improve the 
daily state of plenitude, provide powerful 
sensations of relaxation, and bring many 
other advantages that we will  be happy to 

share with you.

Creations
THE PAXTON
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H A M M A M  &  S A U N A

The sauna not only provides relaxation and well-being, but also strengthens our 
natural defenses. The hammam, on the other hand, brings humidity and heat 

and provides beneficial effects for the skin thanks to its deep cleansing.

RELAXING BACK AND NECK MASSAGE
(20min) — €55

A relaxing massage to relieve tension in painful areas. 

HEAD MASSAGE
(20min) — €55

A real «mental release» to soothe the overworked and stressed mind.

PRENATAL MASSAGE
(50min) — €110

This body massage with neutral oil will relieve the body during pregnancy. 
Only between the 4th and 8th month of pregnancy. No medical contrain-
dications.

STAR MASSAGE «THE EXTREMITIES»
(1h20) — €160

Deep relaxation including scalp, hands, forearms, and foot massage.

ESSENTIAL 
MASSAGES

Creations
THE PAXTON
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P O O L  &  J AC U Z Z I

The streams in our jacuzzi gently massage the 
muscles to eliminate toxins and activate blood 
circulation. The warm water of our pool improves 

the quality of sleep.

FACE AND BODY RITUAL
(1h20) — €160

In this ritual, you will find the combination of a customized full facial, 
followed by a relaxing back and neck massage for deep relaxation.

HANDS OR FEET CARE
(45min) — €60

Enjoy a beauty treatment for your nails, including a scrub and a massage.

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
(50min) — €120

Ideal for muscle recovery, this deep tissue massage targets tensions and cramps to 
soften the muscles and improve flexibility. 
(For even better results, it is recommended to do an Iyashi Dome session beforehand).

PAXTON RITUALS

Creations
THE PAXTON
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F I T N E SS  C E N T E R S O L A R I U M

Fitness, at a moderate intensity, helps strengthen 
the immune system.

Natural light improves your skin tone and 
vitality, reducing fatigue and stress.

THE ESCAPADE 
(50min) — €95

«Bali Flowers» Facial Massage and Back & Neck Massage
(Not available on weekends and holidays)

BACK RELAXATION RITUAL
(1h15) — €90

1 Iyashi Dome session followed by a back and neck massage

A MOMENT FOR TWO
50-min treatment for two* - €205

4 treatment rooms are dedicated to couples who want to enjoy a moment of 
well-being together.
*Identical treatments or treatments of the same category.

PAXTON RITUALS

Creations
THE PAXTON
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EXCEPTIONAL SUBLIME RITUAL 
(2h20) — €230
 

Beyond a massage, our Exceptional Sublime Ritual is a unique moment of euphoria combining 
well-being and beauty. Discover in detail this moment of bliss using all your senses.

2 —Aromatic body scrub of your choice1 — Softening foot bath 3 — Full body massage, relaxing or toning 4 — Customized full facial

Creations
THE PAXTONCreations

THE PAXTON
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2 — A 45-minute body massage of your choice
(Deep Tissue massage not included)

3 — A 20-minute «Ko Bi Do» facial treatment1 — One Iyashi Dome session

PAXTON SERENITY SIGNATURE 
(1h45) — €180
 

Inspired by Japanese traditions, this perfect combo will immerse you in infinite serenity 
while taking care of your body and mind. An absolute journey for the senses

Creations
THE PAXTON Creations

THE PAXTON
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FACE
“Ko Bi Do» Facial massage-treatment
Lifting & Plumping

50min €110

“Ko Bi Do» Facial massage-treatment
Global Anti-Aging

1h20 €160

“Bali Flowers» Facial massage-treatment
Radiance boost

20min €55 

Facial massage with the «5 Flowers of Bali»

Hydration and Sublimation

50min €110

Facial massage «Flowers and Fruits of Bali*» 
Oxygenation & Skin Perfecting

1h20 1€60

SCRUBS & WRAPS 

Purifying scrub with Beldi Black Soap 
Purification

20min €55 

Energizing aromatic scrub with spices 
Energizing

20min €55 

Papaya Puree Scrub
Radiance

20min €55 

Enveloppement à la « Crème de Rassoul » 
Detox & Purifying

20min €55 

BODY
Traditional Oriental massage-treatment 20min

50min

€55

€110

Toning Indian Ayurvedic massage-treatment 50min €110 

Star Massage «The extremities» 1h20 €160 

Head Massage 20min €55 

Relaxing Back and Neck Massage 20min €55 

Deep Tissue Massage 50min €120 

Prenatal massage 50min €110 

PACKAGES
Ritual of the Orient 1h20

1h50

€160 

€195 

Indian Ayurvedic Ritual 1h20 €160 

Face and Body Ritual 1h20 €160 

Exceptional Sublime Ritual 2h20 €230 

Paxton Serenity Signature 1h45 €180 

A moment for two 50min €205

The Escapade 50min €95 

Back Relaxation Ritual 1h15 €90 

Hands or feet care 45min €60
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Opening hours

Reservations

Our treatments are available by appointment only. You can make an 
appointment by contacting the Spa team by phone on 01 60 94 19 39 or by 

email: contact@paxtonspa.com

We encourage you to share this moment of exaltation with the person of 
your choice in our double cabins. Feel free to inquire at the Spa.

The duration of the treatments specified corresponds to their actual 
duration.Please expect 30 minutes for a 20-minute treatment, 1 hour for a 
50-minute treatment, and 1.5 hours for a 1 hour and 20-minute treatment.

Arrival

For organization purposes, we ask you to arrive 15 minutes before 
your appointment. Any delay will result in a reduction of the treatment 

duration.

 
Annulation

Any cancellation or postponement that is not notified 12 hours in advance 
will be fully billed. 

Spa treatments
Every day

from 10am to 8pm

Conditions

Treatments are only available to people of legal age. 
Our massages are non-medicalized wellness and relaxation treatments. 
We are not responsible for the theft, loss, or damage of any property. 
We inform you that smoking and consuming alcoholic beverages are 

strictly forbidden in the Spa and in the fitness room.

Contra-indications

Please inform us in case of any health problems or pregnancy. 
Some treatments may not be recommended.

Swimming pool access

Caution: Swimming is not supervised. 
For safety reasons, children and teenagers under 16 years old are 
not allowed to use the Sauna, the Hammam, and the jacuzzi. Minors 

must be accompanied by an adult.
 

 
Our spa is a space of relaxation, therefore we kindly ask you to turn off 

your cell phone, to respect the quietness of the place, and to fully enjoy 

your experience.



PROLONG THE EXPERIENCE AT

PAXTON-MLV.COM




